FRANCE

PRIVACY A LA
PROVENCE

What they say…
Conde Nast Traveller Seal of Approval, March 2018
La Reserve, Ramatuelle: “You can’t even see it,
hidden as it is by a blanket of umbrella pines, but it’s
there, moments from the sea. When owner Michel
Reybier bought the Seventies hotel and most of the
surrounding hillside in 2002 he had a vision for
something that didn’t then exist in this part of France.
He wanted villas: proper, big, well-built family
hideaways with swimming pools, full kitchens and
laundry rooms, with the space to stay put and hole up,
but also the chance to dip into the hotel’s facilities. So
that’s just what he did.”

HIGHLIGHTS
To name just a few…
Being located a stone’s throw from the crazy
but well-loved & must do glitz of St Tropez.
Yet able to escape the noise &
pandemonium as & when you please.

Discovering the hidden, local artisan hilltop
villages of Provence. Where you should not
expect to be understood - the universal
language here is found at the bottom of a
glass of Rose!
Lavender. A trip to Provence without
experiencing Lavender - be it in food, in
wine or in the craft of soap making - you
can’t & won’t escape it. The elixir of life. The
sweet nectar that is the artery of the locals & they sure are proud of it!

As I like to say, simply ‘fly & flop’. Kick back.
And just relax. Whatever time of year.
Provence is the epitome of pristine living.
And should you be in need of something
else…the friendly locals are always at hand
to welcome one & all with open arms!

Ahh Provence! Is it any wonder that
this area has been the topic of many a
romantic novel and the area where
thousands flock to during the summer
months to rest & unwind?
“Thousands”, you hear me say? Yes,
I’m afraid so. “And you’re trying to
send me to this crowded area!?” Well,
yes. But have faith, for Alician Travel is
all about unlocking hidden gems whilst
still having the action on the doorstep.
Enter stage right: La Reserve
Ramatuelle. Stage Left: Le Mas de
Pierre. And a rousing applause for
Crillon Le Brave. All three hotels, along
with many others that Alician Travel
has waiting in the wings, are
purposefully chosen for this: an oasis
away from the obtrusive.
‘Privacy a la Provence’ is all about
‘flying in and flopping out’. Be it on
the unspoilt private beach below La
Reserve Ramatuelle. Or alongside the
swimming pool at Crillon Le Brave with

The quaint yet exclusive village of Mougins, home to some of France’s finest Art Galleries.

insane views over the local (and we
mean ‘yocal’!) tiny artisan villages
yonder. But should you itch for a little
more action & culture, then there are a
plethora of hilltop villages armed &
ready to bestow the local traditions
through the friendly faces of these
villagers. Refreshingly to know that you

won’t feel like a tourist; you’ll feel like
an extended member of their family.
This corner of France is ideal for
families & couples alike. Just
remember to leave space in the
luggage - the shopping here is too
hard to resist! Ah, the joie de vivre!

ACCOMMODATION IDEAS
LA RESERVE, Ramatuelle - Never has a hotel
delivered on expectations than that of La Reserve
Ramatuelle. Hidden along the rugged coastline of St
Tropez, away from the chaos of that glitzy resort, this
supreme Hotel with Villas is the antidote for those in
search of escapism. You arrive at this hotel as a guest
but you very much leave as their friend. Awe
inspiring views. Brilliant for couples & families alike
with villas as well as hotel suites. Truly One of a kind.
LE MAS DI PIERRE, St Paul de Vence - How does
waking up every morning to the sweet smell of white
roses flowing through your french windows sound?
Heavenly? Well, you’ve come to the right place. This
Relais & Chateau hotel is an oasis on the outskirts of
popular provencal village of St Paul de Vence.
Expect seamless service, supreme settings - oh & a
very unique bird Avery…along with their very own
organic vegetable patch. Farm to fork is very much
the order of play with strong focus on sustainability.
Heavenly & wholesome…when can we go??
HOTEL CRILLON LE BRAVE, Crillon le Brave - This
is one of the most relaxed and informal refuges
experience. Where you can enjoy all of the simple
pleasures of Provence. Located about 25 miles
northeast of Avignon, this 36-bedroom is perched
on top of a tiny hill village surrounded by vineyards
and olive groves. The views from the rooms, terraces
and gardens are stunning. But the true beauty lies in
the simplicity. You’ll feel like you’re living amongst
the locals, absorbing their joie de vivre for life. Trust
me, it’s infectious…as are their sundowners!!

GOOD TO KNOW…
ESSENTIAL COUNTRY INFORMATION
France Dialling Code: +33 (0033)
Currency: EUR (EUR)
Time Difference: GMT + 1 (PST + 9)
Languages spoken: French
Electricity: European (2 pins).
Tipping: At your discretion but usually service charge
is automatically including on restaurant bills.
Essential Reading/Watching: A Good Year (a book &
film). A Year in Provence, Peter Mayle

ESSENTIAL PACKING LIST
Flat shoes! These hilltop villages are not conducive to
heels - nor are their cobblestone pathways; perfectly
paved but alas, not Loubiton friendly! Taxi’s available!
Layers. During the Spring & Autumn months, the
evening temperatures can drop.
Your appetite! Restaurants here cater for all tastes &
pockets - and always seasonal.
And extra bag &/or space in your luggage for the
plethora of goodies & treats you’ll be dying to bring
home to remind you of this beguiling area.

hello@aliciantravel.com
For full details or for just a general chit chat about all
things travel, please do get in touch. I am poised,
ready & will be delighted to talk!
Lets’ get this journey started…

